
A "vessel" is something that floats and can be used to transport things. - a very broad definition!

A “power-driven vessel” is a "vessel propelled by machinery." - any machinery (not sails or oars)

A “sailing vessel” is moved by sail - go wind power! BUT, if their engines are running they are no
longer a “sailing vessel” but are a “power-driven vessel.”

A “vessel engaged in fishing” has gear that makes it difficult to maneuver. THIS DOES NOT include
all the small recreational boats who are fishing with fishing poles!!!

A “seaplane” is an aircraft that can maneuver on the water

A “vessel not under command” is one that for a reason like loss of propulsion or other "exceptional
circumstance" can't move itself out of the way as would be required by the Rules.

A “vessel restricted in her ability to maneuver” is a very specific status. The vessel must be doing a
type of work that makes it unable to move out of the way of other vessels.
There are specific types "work” listed but, there can be other "work" that can cause a vessel to be
“vessel restricted in her ability to maneuver”.

A “vessel constrained by her draft” is one that because of their draft compared to the depth of the
surrounding water cannot change course to avoid a collision. This does not exist in the U.S. Inland
Rules.

“underway” is a negative definition - not at anchor, not made fast to the shore, not aground.

Everything else is “underway.”

“length” and “breadth” how long and how wide is the vessel at its longest and widest.

"in sight" means you can see them with YOUR EYES! and they can see you with THEIR EYES!

“restricted visibility” is when the WEATHER makes it so you can't see the other vessel with YOUR
EYES! and they can't see you with THEIR EYES!
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“Wing-In-Ground (WIG) craft” is a weird airplane-boat hybrid. It is not defined in the U.S. Rules.

“Western Rivers” means the Mississippi River, its tributaries, South Pass, and Southwest Pass…
basically the rivers that come off of the Mississippi river including the canals that connect to the
Great Lakes. Only in the U.S. Inland Rules.

“Great Lakes” means the Great Lakes and everything connecting to them - except for the canal
that connects to the Mississippi River. Only in the U.S. Inland Rules.

“Secretary”  Right now it is the Secretary of the Department of Homeland Security. Only in the U.S.

Inland Rules.

“Inland Waters” means the navigable waters of the United States shoreward of the navigational
demarcation lines. The lines are marked on the charts and in the CFRs.Only in the U.S. Inland
Rules.

“Inland Rules” or “Rules” mean the Inland Navigational Rules

“International Regulations” means the International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea,

1972, including annexes currently in force.
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